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True cost estimate
helps organic
cause
Organics specialist Nature & More has
teamed up with a number of customers to make real cost of
conventional fruit and vegetables visible to European consumers
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the very first time, with the ultimate aim of
demonstrating that it is not organic food
that is too expensive, but conventional
food that is too cheap.
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More CEO Volkert Engelsman.
Engelsman used Argentine pears, large
volumes of which go to the UK, as a useful

customers in the UK, Sweden, Germany,
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example. “Consider the climate costs,” he
said. “Artificial fertiliser and pesticides are
used in their cultivation. These are made
with fossil fuels which lead to carbon
dioxide emissions. At the same time,
farmers are not required to compost to
keep the soil fertile, so less carbon dioxide
is stored in the soil."
Using the method developed in 2014 by

when subsequent generations will have to
pay for them – with interest,” Nature &
More stated in a press release.
The company has also calculated the true
cost of pears produced organically in
Argentina’s Rio Negro Valley by grower
Hugo Sanchez. Even without taking into
account the costs for biodiversity, health
and social impact, Nature & More’s organic
pears delivered a social advantage of at
least £718 per acre. This equates to an
advantage of no less than 4.4p per kilo,
despite a 17 per cent lower production per
acre.
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“The numbers prove our point,” concluded
Engelsman. “Organic food is not too
expensive; conventional food is too cheap!”
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